
Telf. (34) 972 587 100                         Fax (34) 972 587 201                         e-mail: commercial@dytsa.es
OFERTA - QUOTATION - ANGEBOT - OFFERTA - AANBOD - OFFERT - COTAÇÄO - OFFRE

17820 BANYOLES - SPAIN
Ctra. Banyoles-Figueres km. 2,3
DYTSA Sociedad Unipersonal

Fasteners EU 

Volume Price

Our offer nr. Please, do not forget to mention our offer nr. in any further communications.

Customer

Your enquiry number

19.0879

Pass-shoulder screw 20-M16X3
Attn. Mr. Mrs.

dated 11.03.2019

Part number - Description

Further to your request, we are very pleased to give you our best quotation for the following parts:

ISO 7379                 1,2001)

M16x35 12.9 PLAIN
Pcs 183.00

AMENDMENTS/DEVIATIONS from DRAWING or STANDARD

Currency
Transport
Lead Shipping time
Share on tooling cost
Prices for certificates PPAP3/VDA3: €375   PPAP2/VDA2: €250   PPAP1/VDA1: €105   3.1: €50

1,005.00 Eur
16 Weeks
"ExWorks"
EUR / 100Pcs Payment terms

Packing
Delivery time at customer

to be agreed

*Material price level as of:02.2018

At DYTSA we understand that a part WITHOUT COATING/PLAIN/BLANK/SELF COLOUR  is not protected against corrosion. We therefore decline any 
responsibility in case of any possible rusty parts. It is always recommended to apply a coating to fit the later use.

Product according to the requirements specified in the International Standard ISO16426 for fastener quality assurance systems. The validity of the quotation is of 4 weeks as far as LEAD SHIPPING TIME is concerned and 6 weeks as far as PRICE is
concerned; Once order is received where in which the Deliveries are scheduled. Price for scheduled deliveries beyond these 6 months will be subject to variation based on the prices of relevant commodities in the manufacture of heat-treated, coated 
fasteners: material (wire rod), energy, crude-oil and its derivates, and the subsequent effects of these commodities on the prices of coatings and components (e.g. washers).
In high-tensile fasteners with a tensile strength equal or higher than 800 N/mm2 that are subject to a galvanic coating treatment the risk of hydrogen embrittlement can not be eliminated completely;  therefore we shall not be liable for any responsibility
in the event of such matter occurring.
Parts ordered in plain/self-colour condition shall not be subsequently processed by customer. Should the customer add whatever processing operation on the supplied parts, we will not take any responsibility for whatever quality concern might arise.
In case of order, we will consider the purchase order as supplied once the last shipment has been made. The total quantity supplied may have a difference of approximately +/-10% with the total quantity requested in the Purchase Order.
The sending of an order implies the acceptance of the above points.
Prices for certificates: PPAP3/VDA3: €375, PPAP2/VDA2: €250, PPAP1/VDA1: €105, certificate 3.1: €50; Additional individual Reports: IMDS €55, Friction Report €40, Corrosion Photo Report €25.

Best regards,
In accordance with the Organic Law 15/1999, of 13 December, concerning the Protection of Personal Data we inform you that your personal data collected during our commercial relationship will be processed and stored in the files of GROUP DYTSA
for the purpose of offering you our products and services, of keeping you informed, by any means of communication, of our commercial actions, as well as for managing any other relation that you might have with us.
Furthermore, you authorise the cession of your personal data among GROUP DYTSA enterprises, collaborator companies and/or any other physical or juridical person to attain formerly the purpose mentioned, without prejudice to your right to revoke 
it, which would come into effect from the date of the communication.
In the case where you do not wish we transfer your personal data, please inform us by e-mail at dytsa@dytsa.es.
Warning: The fact of not being able to transfer certain data may lead to the impossibility of offering the products or services contracted.
We inform you that you can exercise your right of access, rectification, cancellation and opposition at Ctra. Banyoles-Figueres Km. 2’3, 17820 Banyoles (Girona), by sending a written communication and a photocopy of your DNI (identity card), 
indicating the LOPD reference.
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